Up, Up and Away

It looks as though rationing is due to start again. For the second time in three years MIT men will have to fork over another 100 dollars to meet the demand of King 7-323.

The Administration is justifying the move by meeting with responsible campus groups, explaining to them the situation, and hoping for a sympathetic response.

MIT is probably due a sympathetic response. Not only is this institution facing the same anemic outlook for which the country as a whole is to blame, but the industrial giants have also contributed.

Not only is it a fact that the American economy is on the upswing, but also that the Japanese, to whom we were supposed to be our biggest enemies, are now our closest allies.

To the President of MIT:

I do not think that an institution dedicated to the human mind and its creative possibilities should so satirize its own intention of the display of weapons of mass destruction in higher education? Some part of the UAW's 50 million dollar protest against the war is an act of loyalty.
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